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We argue that the quantum probability law follows from
the compatibility of quantum mechanics with classical-like
properties of macroscopic objects.
Given that quantum theory is probabilistic, is there a
fundamental physical principle that dictates the form of
the quantum probability law? We will argue that, indeed,
the assigned probabilities for a given test performed on
a large sample of identical systems, is dictated by the
classical-like properties of macroscopic systems.
Consider a sample of identically prepared N non-
entangled spins in the state jψi. The state of the sample
is than given by the product of the individual spin states:
jΨi = jψi1jψi2....jψiN (1)
Since spins carry a magnetic moment, the sample may
also be viewed as a collection of magnetic moments, all
pointing in the same direction, which under a suitable
arrangement describe Magnet-like object. In the limit of
large enough N , the sample becomes a macroscopic ob-
ject, with denite collective properties like a total mag-
netic moment, and associated magnetic eld.
Suppose now that we like to measure such a collective
property of our sample, say, the magnetic moment Mx =
x^  ~M , in the x^ direction. Since the magnetic moment
of each spin is proportional to the spin itself, we need to






In the large N limit
lim
N!1





hence any two components of ~M commute. This sug-
gests that averaged collective observably, like ~M above,
represent \macroscopic", classical-like, properties of the
sample.
Our main idea is to compare between two distinct
methods, the \macroscopic" and \microscopic" methods,
for observing the collective magnetic moment. First, we
consider a collective measurement of Mx, which does not
probe the state of individual spins. For instance a single
charged test particle can be scattered to determine the
total magnetic eld of the sample. As we show below,
and as eq. (3) above indicates, in the large N limit the
state is an eigenstate of Mx and the outcome given by
the expectation value is deterministic . The macroscopic
measurement induces a vanishing small disturbance to
each individual spin. Yet the total accumulated eect on
the scatterer is nite. In the second microscopic method,
we measure separately on each spin the operators σxi,
i = 1...N , and evaluate from the N outcomes the aver-
age of Mx. The microscopic measurements does disturb
the spins and randomizes the state of the sample accord-
ing to the quantum probability law. However, since the
rst macroscopic method nearly does not aect the sam-
ple its outcome should agree up to 1/N corrections with
the the mean result of a subsequent microscopic measure-
ment. We shall see that this suces to x the form of
the quantum probability distribution.
To begin with, consider the following identity. Oper-
ating with the spin operator σ  n^  ~σ, on a single spin
state we can express the resulting state as
σjψi = hσijψi + σjψ?i (4)
where hσi and σ, are the expectation value and the un-
certainty of σ in the state ψ, and ψ? is some normalized
state orthogonal to ψ:
hψjψ?i = 0, jjψjj = jjψ?jj = 1 (5)
If σ is not an eigenoperator of jψi we have on the right
hand side of (4) also a component of jψ?i. However let us














Here jΨ?i i = jψi1...jψ?ii...jψiN . Since hΨ?i jΨ?j i = δij ,






Apart from the special cases that hMxi  O(1/N)), the
last term on the right hand side in (6) is a small correc-
tion, and in the large N limit,
lim
N!1
MxjΨi = hMxijΨi (8)
Next, let us see that the disturbance caused to indi-
vidual spins, as a result of a collective measurement of
1
Mx, vanishes in the large N limit. The evolution of the
system under a measurement is described by the unitary
operator U = exp(iQMx), where Q is conjugate to the
\pointer" P of the measuring device. Denoting by jP i
the initial state of the measuring device, and applying U
to the combined state we have
U jΨijP i = hUijΨijP i+ U jΨ?ijP i (9)
where hUi and jU j2 = 1 − hUihU yi are evaluated with
respect to jΨi, and act as an operator on jP i.
More explicitly,




+   
= eiQhMxi +O(1/N) (10)
and
jU j2 = q2(hM2xi − hMxi2) +    = O(1/N) (11)




U jΨijP i = exp(iQhMxi)jΨijP i
= jΨij(P − hMxi)i (12)
More importantly, eq. (11), that quanties the eect of
the measurement on the sample (i.e. rotation of the spins
of the sample) vanishes in this limit. This conrms that
in the limit, the above collective measurement, measures
the expectation value, without aecting the state of the
individual spins.
Now suppose that after performing a collective mea-
surement, and obtaining the value hMxi, we apply on
the same sample our \microscopic" measurements. We
perform an ordinary Stern-Gerlach measurement in the
x^-direction on each individual spin in the sample, and
obtain the string of numbers of +1 or −1. The numbers,
n+, of +1’s, and n− = N − n+, of −1’s, should again
allow us to obtain hMxi. For concreteness let the state
of the spins be given by jψi = c+j+i + c−j−i with j+i
and j−i, as the eigenstates of σx. Than the consistency
of the microscopic measurements with the macroscopic











= jc+j2(+1) + jc−j2(−1)
(13)
On the left hand side we have the averages obtained from
the individual measurements, while in the right hand side
the deterministic result for the macroscopic measurement
of hMxi. From the above equation we identify jc+j2 and
jc−j2 with the usual quantum mechanical frequencies for
σx = +1 and σx = −1.
So far we have shown that, the agreement between
macroscopic collective measurements with microscopic
individual measurement of the spins in the sample deter-
mines the quantum probabilities. This was based on the
result that in the N ! 1 limit the pointer of the mea-
suring device shifts precisely by the expectation value of
Mx while inducing vanishing disturbance to the system.
For a nite sample, our argument still follow, pro-
vided that we make the following additional assumption
that the results of physical experiments are stable against
small perturbations. Hence, for nite large N , the oper-
ator Mx fails to be a precise eigenoperator of jΨi in eq.
(7). However, if we allow for a small modication of the
state to jΨi+ jδΨi, with magnitude jj jδΨijj = O(1/N),
the perturbed state does become an exact eigenstate of
Mx. Our \stability" principle, than requires that the
corresponding probability law can qualitatively change
at most by terms of order O(1/N).
Let us further examine the limit with large but nite
N , from the point of view of the full quantum formalism.
When we perform a precise measurement of Mx we must
disturb other non-commuting observables. In the case
of the individual microscopic measurements, we will ran-
domly changed the state of individual spins, and conse-
quently destroy the macroscopic, magnet-like, properties
of the sample: the new state may look like a collection
of randomly polarized spins.
Now let us consider the collective measurement.
Clearly, when we measure a macroscopic quantity (here
the average magnetic moment of the magnet) we do not
destroy the macroscopic state. However to be in confor-
mity with the uncertainty principle we must cause some
disturbance to the spins. We will now show that the
strength of the disturbance is generally such that not
even one spin of the sample has flipped its direction. To
do that we will now regard the measuring device on a
quantum level as well.
The accuracy of the collective measurement is deter-
mined by the initial uncertainty of the measuring device







where  is some real number to be xed in the sequel.
The disturbance to the i’th spin of the sample is then
induced by the evolution




which describes a rotation around the x^ axis of the spin,
by an uncertain angle of θ  ∆QN = pN . The proba-
bility of a single spin to remain in its initial state (not to
flip) hence goes like  1 − 2N . Therefore the probability







Therefore, for  1, the probability that even one spin of
the sample has not flipped is close to unity. Nevertheless,
2
since at the same time, we can still have N  1/2, the
measurement becomes arbitrarily precise for large enough
N .
This conrms with the uncertainty relation for com-
ponents of ~M and a single spin. From the commutation











Hence we can measure simultaneously all components
of ~M provided that we keep the accuracy as Mx 
My  1/
p
N . Although, for large M this inaccuracy
becomes vanishing small, we still cannot distinguish be-
tween dierent eigenvalues whose separations goes like
1/N .
Finally, let us compare our approach with other re-
lated attempts to derive quantum probabilities. Hartle
and Graham [1,2] have constructed the \frequency op-
erator", f^N by considering the sum of projectors to all
possible results of the measurements, that are weighted
by an appropriate \degeneracy" factor. The latter cor-
responding to the number of dierent strings of possible
results with the same total number of n+ and n−. In
the limit of N ! 1, f^N becomes an eigenoperator of
jΨiN . The eigenvalue of the frequency operator is then
given by the quantum probability. In our approach it
is the collective magnetic operator ~M that is becomes
an eigenoperator. However since in order to observe f^ ,
one has to perform a highly non-local measurement of
the spins sample, the frequency does not seem to be a
physical realizable operator.
Instead, we argued that in ordinary, everyday, macro-
scopic observations we do measure collective operators
like the operator ~M discussed here. Indeed, such col-
lective operators, appears naturally in usual electromag-
netic interactions of an external test particle with a sam-
ple of magnetic moments that constitute a macroscopic
object. An approach similar to ours has been suggested
by Farhi, Goldstone and Gutmann [3]. However in the
present article our proof follows from the analysis of the
measuring process, and demonstrates how in the large N
limit the disturbance caused to the system still allows an
accurate determination of a collective observable.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated for a simple sys-
tem that the agreement of macroscopic observations with
probabilistic outcomes for measurements that probe the
constituents of the object dictates the form of quantum
probabilities.
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